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The structural change of economies from Fordism to post-Fordism is a
transition to the pursuit of economy of scope and flexible organizations.
The shift to multiple-products and their shorter production life cycles
requires shorter lead time to market. Therefore, many companies develop
many flexible factory sites on a global scale. There, more than the pursuit
of economy of scale, they expand their economy of scope including greater
flexibility, and through the flow of deregulation and privatization, global
distribution industries become developed.
Distribution in the post-Fordism era has progressed in parts orders
sent to suppliers. Production and distribution in the supply chain become
integrated, and value-added logistics are needed. This is especially
noticeable in the case of high tech industries. Therefore, along with the
outsourcing of transport, warehousing (storage), and distribution, third
party logistics (3PL) have developed, which are specialized distributors that
differ for shippers and receivers.
Instead of simple sea transporters and forwarders, global logistics
companies are needed which vertically integrate the supply chain. Such a
company becomes the single integrated logistics partner for a producing
company.
On the other hand, it seems too much to say that Just-in-Time should
be perceived as Post-Fordism’s regime of accumulation. Instead, it is






appropriate to regard Just-in-Time as simply a phenomenon associated
with the demise of Fordism. In economic geography using regulation
theory, many studies have been done on the spatial connotation of Just-in-
Time. Just-in-Time is regarded as a case of multi-product, small-lot
production by a flexible production system which differs from the Taylor
system. Therefore, vertical disintegration of suppliers becomes common.
Scott wrote that agglomeration of suppliers occurs and new industrial
districts are formed, in order to resolve the increase of transaction costs
which accompany the friction of distance created by vertical disintegration.
However, Harvey regards Just-in-Time as Post-Fordism, as it differs
from the Taylor system, and brings the annihilation of space and time.
Under neo-liberalism, greater competition among international capital
creates heavy labor burdens, and labor is used in low-cost peripheral
Fordism. Therefore, production and purchasing of parts develops globally,
and suppliers disperse instead. This writer thinks this concept of Harvey’s
is more supportable than Scott’s. That is, the author agrees with the
argument that Just-in-Time does not necessarily lead to agglomeration of
suppliers.
Keywords : Just-in-Time, Taylor system, Post-Fordism, logistics,
economic geography
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